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Data Map Pins was designed as a
geographical information system,
GIS, for map data plotting. It is

intended that businesses would use
it to plot their own data onto their
own maps to analyse their business
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trends. As such it is an excellent
tool for marketing and sales

analysis, crime pattern analysis,
location tracking, planning and so
on. You get the maps and provide
your data and the program will do

the rest Here are some key features
of "Data Map Pins": ￭ Grid

Systems - Uses the popular and well
established easting and northing

system. The program will cater for
many of the widely used and

accepted grid systems in use today,
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such as OS Grid, Irish National
Grid, UTM, MGRS. Data Map Pins

can handle a wide range of grid
reference data up to 0.1metre

resolution. You can additionally
plot using postcode data using a

third party postcode*/address with
grid references conversion database
such as ADDRESS-POINT. ￭ Map
Copyright - After inserting a map,
users are invited to complete the

map copyright information and any
licence details as per the map
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copyright owners wishes. This
information is used on screen and

in printing etc. Display of this
information is usually a

requirement of copyright licensing.
￭ Layering - These are like clear
sheets added over your map onto

which data can be plotted and
objects are drawn. Each layer can

be renamed, locked, hidden, shown
and positioned amongst existing

layers. Ideal for showing different
sets of data against each other. ￭
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Grouping - Any object can be
grouped with other objects and also
existing groups into a new grouping

and the new group given a name.
Any included group becomes nested

within the new group. Ideal for
grouping / nesting of related data.
Grouping can be nested up to as

many levels as you like. ￭ Locking
- Lock down any object to prevent

moving changes etc. Layers can
also be locked therefore preventing
any changes to any objects on that
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layer. ￭ Plotting Styles - You can
plot your data as pins, coloured area

plotting, region plotting, and as
lines if needed. Plot your data onto

a new layer and group it as
required. Pins can take the field
data from your recordset and use

this as a screen tip, each pin
therefore carrying a unique data

record details. Coloured area
plotting requires any number of

enclosed shapes to be drawn onto
areas of interest on the map. These
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include ellipses, rectangles
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Data Map Pins Keygen Full Version PC/Windows

￭ Data Map Pins will import your
data into a database in either dbf or
access format. Data Map Pins can
handle a wide range of file formats
including csv, txt, tab, and a
number of others. Data Map Pins
also imports data from ODBC,
Excel, Access databases, text, and
other popular databases. The
database is very flexible and in the
event that there is not a database
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system installed on your PC it will
automatically create one as part of
the import. Data Map Pins can
generate a window based dmp
document for you to use with the
pin designer. You can also save any
page to a dmp file which is a good
way to generate templates. ￭ Data
Map Pins will set data records into
a master grid and plot your data
using the standard
dataMapPinsMap and
dataMapPinsGrid command. The
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results will be inserted into the
appropriate area on the map using
the pins. Pins can also plot data as
coloured areas or region plotting
using the methods supported. ￭
Data Map Pins uses the industry
standard EASTING / NORTHING
Grid system. This can be used for
plotting data with a resolution of up
to 0.1 metres. A number of readily
available, and cost effective grid
systems are supported and can be
chosen using a dialog box. You can
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plot data using a number of
commonly used grids such as OS
Grid, Irish National Grid, UTM,
MGRS. Data Map Pins can handle a
wide range of grid reference data
up to 0.1 metres resolution. You
can also plot using postcode data
using a third party
postcode*address with grid
references conversion database
such as ADDRESS-POINT. ￭ Data
Map Pins can be used for
marketing analysis, crime analysis,
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location tracking, regional planning,
business trends and analysis,
planning and so on. The program
will cater for many of the widely
used and accepted grid systems in
use today, such as OS Grid, Irish
National Grid, UTM, MGRS. ￭
Data Map Pins is a powerful tool
for the location based industry. It
can be used for the mapping of
existing and potential customers,
points of interest, mapping of
business trends and locations and
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other business related matters. ￭
Data Map Pins will provide you
with the ability to place your data
on a map and will plot your data
either as points, coloured areas or
regions on your chosen grid system.
You can plot your data onto a

What's New in the?

Data Map Pins was designed as a
geographical information system,
GIS, for map data plotting. It is
intended that businesses would use
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it to plot their own data onto their
own maps to analyse their business
trends. As such it is an excellent
tool for marketing and sales
analysis, crime pattern analysis,
location tracking, planning and so
on. You get the maps and provide
your data and the program will do
the rest Here are some key features
of "Data Map Pins": ￭ Grid
Systems - Uses the popular and well
established easting and northing
system. The program will cater for
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many of the widely used and
accepted grid systems in use today,
such as OS Grid, Irish National
Grid, UTM, MGRS. Data Map Pins
can handle a wide range of grid
reference data up to 0.1metre
resolution. You can additionally
plot using postcode data using a
third party postcode*/address with
grid references conversion database
such as ADDRESS-POINT. ￭ Map
Copyright - After inserting a map,
users are invited to complete the
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map copyright information and any
licence details as per the map
copyright owners wishes. This
information is used on screen and
in printing etc. Display of this
information is usually a
requirement of copyright licensing.
￭ Layering - These are like clear
sheets added over your map onto
which data can be plotted and
objects are drawn. Each layer can
be renamed, locked, hidden, shown
and positioned amongst existing
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layers. Ideal for showing different
sets of data against each other. ￭
Grouping - Any object can be
grouped with other objects and also
existing groups into a new grouping
and the new group given a name.
Any included group becomes nested
within the new group. Ideal for
grouping / nesting of related data.
Grouping can be nested up to as
many levels as you like. ￭ Locking
- Lock down any object to prevent
moving changes etc. Layers can
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also be locked therefore preventing
any changes to any objects on that
layer. ￭ Plotting Styles - You can
plot your data as pins, coloured area
plotting, region plotting, and as
lines if needed. Plot your data onto
a new layer and group it as
required. Pins can take the field
data from your recordset and use
this as a screen tip, each pin
therefore carrying a unique data
record details. Coloured area
plotting requires any number of
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enclosed shapes to be drawn onto
areas of interest on the map. These
include ellipses, rectangles,
polygons, irregular shapes. These
shapes are selected and when
plotted to, they are coloured
according to the amount of data
plotted into them. Region plotting
can be any object other than a pin
to which data is plotted into its
region. Ideal for plotting your
business records, crime patterns or
pattern etc. To graphs, charts or
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other
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System Requirements For Data Map Pins:

CPU: Intel® Core™ i3 Processor
RAM: 8 GB OS: Windows® 7/8
(64-bit)/Windows® 10 (64-bit)
Network: Broadband Internet
connection DirectX®: Version 11
(or greater) HDD: 5 GB of free
space Discord Join our Discord
community where you can play
with us and other C&D Community
members as well as be up-to-date
with all our news. Online Discord
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Join our Discord community where
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